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Abstract: The self optimal clustering technique is new area of research in data mining. The self optimal clustering
technique increases the efficiency and scalability of partition clustering and mountain clustering technique. The concept
of self optimal clustering technique used the concept of heuristic function for the selection of cluster index and centre
point. In this paper proposed a novel self optimal clustering technique using multi-objective genetic algorithm. The
multi-objective genetic algorithm work in two phases in first phase the genetic algorithm work for the selection of
center point and merging the cluster index value based on defined fitness constraint value. In second phase of genetic
algorithm check the assigned number of value of K for the process of clustering and validated the clustering according
to the data sample. The proposed algorithm implemented in MATLAB software and used some reputed dataset form
UCI machine learning repository.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering well knows technique for the grouping of
object on the basis of similarity. The similarity based
object collection process is done by partition and fuzzy
based clustering technique [1, 2]. The fuzzy and partition
based clustering technique suffered a problem of center
point selection and cluster content validation [3, 4]. For
the validation and purity of clustering technique used
threshold based clustering technique. The threshold based
clustering technique gives the self optimal clustering
process. The self optimal clustering technique estimate
how many clusters are generated on the given data. For the
process of threshold used various heuristic based
optimization algorithms for the selection of threshold
function. The heuristic based function used the concept of
fitness function; the fitness function decided the selection
policy for the generation of cluster. Now a day’s various
authors used the concept of dual fitness function for the
optimization of clustering process. In this paper proposed
the self optimal clustering technique for the minimization
of the process of cluster validation and reduces the
complexity of cluster generation. For the selection of
fitness constraints used multi-objective genetic algorithm.
The multi-objective genetic algorithm works in dual mode
scenario for the generation of cluster. The MOGA
derivates function merger the index of intermediate cluster
[8]. The intermediate cluster validates the content of
cluster. This technique gives better results in terms of
cluster validity and time complexity [6].We are able to get
all-relevant clusters by reducing the number of redundant
clusters. Most of the clusters are demarcated with good
performance with this technique. The threshold function
defined in IMC is heuristically estimated, always leaving
scope for much better optimization of the threshold
function and thus having further opportunity in obtaining
better quality of clusters. Utilizing this opportunity, we
Copyright to IJARCCE

have proposed a self-optimal clustering (SOC) technique
with a mathematically optimized threshold function using
an interpolation method and compared it with some of the
well-known and widely used clustering techniques. It has
been shown that the proposed technique is more effective
at the optimum number of clusters with better visualized
results and well supported by various validity indices as
well. The rest of paper organized in the form of section II
discusses MOGA algorithm. In section III discuss the
proposed method. In section IV discuss the experimental
process and finally discuss the conclusion and future work
in section V.
II. MOGO
In this section discuss the multi-objective genetic
algorithm. The multi-objective genetic algorithm used for
the dual selection of fitness constraints for the validation
of cluster index and optimality of partition clustering
process. The used MOGA process for the weighting of
cluster index of scalar multiple objective function.
Therefore the search space of multi-objective function is
not fixed. A tentative set of optimal solution is preserved
in the execution of self optimal clustering technique. Here
discuss the process of MOGA for self optimal clustering
technique.
1.
Selection process
Combined all the fitness constraints function and produces
multiple objective functions using the concept of
weighting sum of index.
f x = I1. f x + ⋯ . +In. f x … … … … … … … … . (1)
Where x is a string, f(x) is a combined fitness function, I is
the index of optimal cluster
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2.
Elite Preserves policy
In process of execution of the MOGA, a tentative set of
praetor optimal solutions is strode and update at every
generation.
3.
Process steps
Step 1 generates an initial population contain N strings
where N is the number of string in each population.
Step 2
Estimate the values of the objective function for the
generated string. Update the tentative set of solution.
Step3
Estimate the fitness value of each string using the random
index. The random index select in terms of pair string for
the processing of data.
f x − fmin(i)
px =
… … … … … . . (2)
x∈I f x − fmin(i)

Step 2 estimates the value of cluster index Q(a).
{x i, j Ι j = 1, 2 … . , p} is distributed into search space
based on a genetic algorithm cluster to get index values
z(i) through distribuation a = [a 1 , a 2 , … . . , a p ] as:
z i =

p
j=1 a

j x i, j ,

i = 1, 2, … … . n

(3)

Then, z(i) is the center of cluster, which required
validation of mapped cluster space
The evaluation index function of cluster validation is
determined byQ(a), shown as:
Q a = S z Dz

(4)

Where Sz is the standard deviation of z(i); Dz is the
fitness value; standard deviation Sz and local density
Dz are defined in formula (5):

n
2
i = 1 (z i − E(z))
Sz =
Where fmin x = min f x , x ∈ I
( n − 1)
Step 4
(5)
n
n
For each selected pair, apply a crossover operation to
Dz =
.
R − r i, j u(R − r(i, j ))
generate two new strings. N new string is generated by the
i=1
j=1
crossover operation.
Step 4
For each bit value of string generated by the crossover (1) Defining d z k , z h as the absolute distance
operation apply a mutation operation probability.
between the two cluster index value
Step 5
d z k ,z h =
zk − z h
z k − z h
Randomly remove the N population string from the set of
pervious set of N population.
2
=
z k − z h
Step 6 if the result oriented solution is obtained the
process is terminated.
k = 1, 2, … … … . . , N; h = 1, 2, … … … . . , N
N n ≥ N ≥ 2 is evaluation level number or the clusters
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
number. And Dq (q = 1, 2, … … , N) is used to describe the
intracluster distance of group Gq ( q = 1, 2, … … , N),
The proposed algorithm is combination of two algorithms
one is k-means algorithm and other is MOGA (multiobjective genetic algorithm). The MOGA algorithm Step 4 Determining constraints established the self
which gave the constraint conditions est.
validates the value of cluster index and validated the optimal,
p
2
a
j
= 1. but it did not specify a value range.
generated cluster for the processing of data in terms of j=1
p
s. t. j=1 a2 j = 1
cluster index. The proposed algorithm describe in
(7)
following steps.
1≥a j ≥ 0

Steps 1 Distribution of data sample
Let us consider {x ∗ i, j Ι i = 1, 2, … . . , n ; j = 1, 2, … , p} is
a sample dataset, n is the number of x ∗ and p is the
number of factors of each x ∗ . x ∗ (i, j) is the evaluation
index j of the i-Th sample. For different quantities of each
attribute and different ranges of data, for the formation of
cluster data used mapping function using equation (1) and
(2)

Step 5 cluster evaluation
The evaluation of cluster used formula (3) is used to
calculate index values. Sample points which have similar
index values are divided into one cluster
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

In this paper perform experimental process of modified
For the estimation of center point value used these formula SOC with MOGA. The proposed method implements in
MATLAB 7.14.0 and tested with very reputed data set
x ∗ i,j − x min j
x i, j = (x
(1)
from UCI machine learning research center.
max j − x min j )
To evaluate these performance parameters I have used
four datasets from UCI machine learning repository [10]
x i, j = (x
(2)
namely Iris, Glass identification, Diabetes and Ecoil data
max j − x min j )
set. Out of these four dataset, two are small dataset namely
Where xmin j the minimum value of is attributej, and Iris and Glass identification dataset; and remaining two are
xmax j is the maximum value of attributej.
large datasets namely Diabetes and Ecoil data set
For the validation of the cluster index used this formula:
(x max j − x ∗ i,j
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PERFORMANCE TABLE OF ALL DATA SET FOR
CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES
Clustering
Method
K-means
FCM
SOC
SOCMOGA

Comparative result analysis for
input vlaue is 6 applied with Iris
data set using clustering techniques
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TIME

45

3.740
3.760
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3.800

2.163
2.978
2.901
2.387

0.658
0.668
0.688
0.748

0.638
0.648
0.658
0.718

26.144
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26.042
29.144
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Figure 3: Shows that the comparative result for Iris
dataset using clustering techniques with the input value
is 6.
V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
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Figure 1: Shows that the comparative result for
diabetes dataset using clustering techniques with the
input value is 2.

Comparative result analysis for
input vlaue is 4 applied with Glass
data set using clustering techniques
50

In this paper proposed a novel method of self optimal
clustering technique based on multi-objective genetic
algorithm. Here multi-objective genetic algorithm creates
the dual search space for the index and center point. The
dual fitness constraints create the scalar space of fitness
constraints. The designed fitness constraint minimized the
index ratio value and increases the quality of clustering
process. The proposed clustering technique improved the
performance of self-optimal clustering technique. In future
reduces the selection set process of multi-objective genetic
algorithm for the better performance of self-optimal
clustering technique.
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